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ABSTRACT

Previous idealized simulations of convective systems have demonstrated that the development of mesoscale
vortices within quasi-linear convective systems may be a natural consequence of the finite extent of the convective
line, as horizontal vorticity is tilted into the vertical at the line ends. However, the source of this horizontal
vorticity has not yet been clearly established, either being associated with the ambient shear or else generated
within the system. In this paper, results are presented from a series of idealized simulations that demonstrate
that the source, strength, and scale of these vortices depends on the strength of the ambient vertical wind shear,
the strength of the system-generated cold pool, the scale of the convective line segments, as well as the phase
within the life cycle of the convective system. In particular, for systems that develop in an environment with
weak-to-moderate shear, a line-end vortex pair is generated primarily via the tilting of horizontal vorticity
generated within the system-scale cold pool, as the associated vortex lines are lifted within the laterally finite
front-to-rear ascending current. Similar mechanisms also operate in environments with stronger or deeper shear,
but subsystem-scale vortices can also originate via the tilting of the ambient horizontal vorticity within supercell
updraft–downdraft couplets. In all cases, convergence at midlevels enhances Coriolis rotation over the longer
term, leading to the preferred development of a cyclonic vortex, as is frequently observed in asymmetric
convective systems.

1. Introduction

Observations reveal that a variety of mesoscale con-
vective vortices (MCVs) with horizontal scales ranging
from tens to hundreds of kilometers and timescales rang-
ing from hours to days can be generated within meso-
scale convective systems (MCSs). These MCVs play a
variety of roles, from locally enhancing the strength of
rear-inflow jets, which may contribute to the production
of damaging surface winds, to initiating the develop-
ment of long-lived, balanced midtropospheric circula-
tions, which can help trigger new convective episodes
on subsequent days. Recent idealized nonhydrostatic nu-
merical simulations demonstrate that such vortices may
form as a result of the tilting of either environmental
or system-generated horizontal vorticity at the ends of
finite-length convective lines (Weisman 1993; Davis and
Weisman 1994; Skamarock et al. 1994a). In this paper,
we extend these previous studies by determining the
relative importance of these two tilting mechanisms in
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the formation of such vortices over a wide range of
environmental vertical wind shears, and demonstrating
how the strength and scales of such vortices depends
on both the strength of the vertical wind shear as well
as the influence of the Coriolis force.

The generation of significant convectively produced
vortices on the mesoscale was first highlighted by Fujita
(1978) in his description of severe bow echoes (which
are especially known for producing long swaths of dam-
aging surface winds). Such systems characteristically
appear as 20- to 120-km long bow-shaped convective
segments, with cyclonic and anticyclonic rotation of the
rain cells often observed at the northern and southern
ends of the convective system, respectively (e.g., for a
system developing in a westerly sheared environment
in the Northern Hemisphere). Over time, the northern
cyclonic vortex becomes more dominant, eventually
producing a comma-shaped convective system. Bow
echoes are observed both as isolated features or as a
sequence of smaller-scale bow-shaped convective seg-
ments within a larger-scale squall line, suggesting a
range of possible scales for the associated mesoscale
vortices (e.g., Johns and Hirt 1987; Schmidt and Cotton
1989; Burgess and Smull 1990; Przybylinski 1995).

More recent observational studies have emphasized
the generation of mesoscale vortices on even larger
scales (e.g., hundreds of kilometers), for instance, in
association with squall lines or other types of MCSs
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(e.g., Maddox 1980; Menard and Fritsh 1989; Stirling
and Wakimoto 1989; Brandes 1990; Bartels and Maddox
1991; Smull and Augustine 1993; Fritsch et al. 1994).
The preponderance of these mesoscale vortices has lead
to a reevaluation of the paradigm of quasi-two-dimen-
sional (quasi-linear) convective systems, and it is now
generally recognized that two general conceptual mod-
els exist for such systems (e.g., Houze et al. 1989; Houze
et al. 1990). The first, referred to as a symmetric MCS,
essentially represents the old two-dimensional squall-
line model, including the usual front-to-rear ascending
and rear-to-front descending airflow currents. Nearly
equal-strength cyclonic and anticyclonic midlevel vor-
tices are sometimes observed behind the northern and
southern ends of the convective system, respectively.
The second, referred to as an asymmetric convective
system, includes a dominant cyclonic vortex along with
an enhanced stratiform precipitation region on the north-
ern end of the system in addition to the quasi-two-di-
mensional airstreams described above. Furthermore,
rather than representing two distinct types of MCSs,
observational evidence is mounting that symmetric and
asymmetric structures represent stages in the evolution
of such convective systems, with the symmetric struc-
ture characteristic of the early phase of evolution and
the asymmetric structure characteristic of the later
phases (e.g., Scott and Rutledge 1995; Loehrer and
Johnson 1995). While the above studies have only con-
sidered midlatitude convective systems, Jorgensen et al.
(1997) similarly document the development of meso-
scale vortices in association with a tropical convective
system observed during TOGA COARE.

From the above observations, it is clear that MCVs
are generally quite distinct from the mesocyclones and
mesoanticyclones associated with supercell storms (e.g.,
Klemp 1987), the latter generally occurring on scales
less than 10 km, and being directly associated with in-
tense cellular-scale updrafts and downdrafts. Instead, the
circulations associated with the mesoscale vortices often
encompass several convective cells, suggesting that a
system-scale process is responsible for their formation.
Furthermore, while supercell-related vortices are re-
stricted primarily to strongly sheared environments, me-
soscale vortices are observed in both weak- and strong-
shear environments.

Similar to the observations, idealized modeling stud-
ies have also demonstrated that a variety of mesoscale
vortices may be generated within long-lived convective
systems. Weisman (1993) found that under conditions
of strong low-level vertical wind shear and large CAPE,
small, long-lived bow-shaped segments of convective
cells were likely to form, similar to the systems de-
scribed by Fujita (1978). These simulated systems were
characterized by a strong, central rear-inflow jet, with
10- to 30-km wide cyclonic and anticyclonic midlevel
vortices (referred to as ‘‘book-end vortices’’) found just
behind the northern and southern ends of the system
(for westerly shear), respectively. Without Coriolis forc-

ing, the book-end vortices were of equal strength, but
in simulations that included Coriolis forcing, the cy-
clonic vortex eventually became stronger than the an-
ticyclonic vortex (e.g., after 4 h; Weisman 1993). At
early times (i.e., 2–3 h), the source of the vertical vor-
ticity could be traced to the upward- and subsequent
downward-tilting of ambient horizontal vorticity at the
ends of the convective segments. Analyses for later
times (i.e., 3–4 h), however, suggested an additional
source of vertical vorticity that was not clearly identi-
fied.

Skamarock et al. (1994a) demonstrated more gener-
ally that mesoscale vortex formation was a natural com-
ponent of the evolution of any finite extent convective
line, even in the presence of relatively weak vertical
wind shear. Starting with a 200-km long line of con-
vective cells in a weak, westerly sheared environment
(10 m s21 wind variation over the lowest 2.5 km AGL),
cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices formed behind the
northern and southern ends of the line after 3 h. With
the Coriolis force included, the cyclonic vortex even-
tually dominated (after 4 h), producing a system struc-
ture and evolution that resembled observed asymmetric
convective systems, as described by Houze et al. (1990),
etc. The size of the vortices in the Skamarock study was
40–60 km, with the vortices found well to the rear of
the active leading-line convection, within the stratiform
precipitation region. The development of the asymmet-
ric structure was clearly linked to the system-scale mid-
level convergence of Coriolis rotation, which enhanced
the cyclonic line-end vortex and weakened the anticy-
clonic line-end vortex. However, the origin of the orig-
inal line-end vortices was not clearly established.

Davis and Weisman (1994) further analyzed the Ska-
marock et al. (1994a) system-scale vortices and sug-
gested that the origin of the vortices could ultimately
be traced to the upward tilting of system-generated hor-
izontal vorticity by the leading line convective updrafts.
The primary source for this horizontal vorticity was the
cold-pool–updraft interface, with the sign of the hori-
zontal vorticity opposite that found in the ambient shear
layer. The role of the ambient horizontal vorticity was
relegated to promoting the preferred downshear devel-
opment of the leading-line updraft, which effectively
produced the finite region of active convection.

Trier and Parsons (1995) and Trier et al. (1996; 1997)
produced similar mesoscale vortices in simulations of
weakly sheared tropical convective systems observed
during TAMEX and TOGA COARE, respectively. A
detailed analysis of a dominant cyclonic line-end vortex
simulated for the TOGA COARE case (Trier et al. 1997)
suggested that the source of the vorticity was again tilt-
ing of horizontal vorticity generated within the system-
scale cold pool, as in the midlatitude case studied by
Davis and Weisman (1994).

The goal of the present study is to systematically
investigate the origins of such mesoscale vortices over
the wide range of shear environments for which they
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FIG. 1. Initial temperature and moisture sounding used in model
simulations.

are observed, to help clarify the mechanisms of for-
mation and the factors that control their strength and
scale. Through the use of idealized simulations of finite
length squall lines, we will show that mesoscale vortices
are produced behind the ends of the convective line for
the entire range of shears considered. In addition, we
will show that there is an increasing tendency to produce
smaller pairs of vortices located at the ends of bow-
shaped convective segments within the line for increas-
ing strength and depth of the ambient shear. For all
scales and environmental shears, these line-end vortices
are forced primarily by the localized lifting (tilting) of
the horizontal vorticity generated within the system, as-
sociated with the cold-pool–updraft interface, as hy-
pothesized by Davis and Weisman (1994) and Trier et
al. (1997). For the stronger and deeper shears, however,
we will show that the smaller-scale vortices may be
initiated through the tilting of the ambient shear within
supercellular updraft–downdraft couplets at the ends of
convective line segments, as hypothesized by Weisman
(1993). In all cases, the role of the Coriolis force is to
gradually promote the development of the northern, cy-
clonic line-end vortex (over a 4- to 6-h time period),
producing the more commonly observed asymmetric
structures.

We will begin in section 2 with a description of the
experimental methodology, followed in section 3 by a
general description of the various simulations. In section
4, we will present a detailed analysis of the vortex-line
structure for the various simulations, which helps to
clarify the source for the vertical vorticity in each case.
We will continue this discussion in section 5 with an
analysis using the flux form of the vertical-vorticity
equation, which is especially useful in highlighting the
role of the line ends in vortex formation, followed in
section 6 by a discussion of Coriolis influences. We will
finish in section 7 with a summary discussion and goals
for future research.

2. Experimental design

Simulations are conducted using the Klemp–Wil-
helmson (1978) model in a domain of uniform 2-km
horizontal grid length, 600 km on a side. The vertical
grid length is 700 m. The environment is initialized with
a horizontally uniform thermodynamic profile used by
Skamarock et al. (1994a), which contains about 2400 J
kg21 of convective available potential energy (CAPE)
(Fig. 1). Convection is also initiated as in Skamarock
et al. (1994a), with the exception that a line of five
uniformly spaced, warm (maximum 2 K) bubbles 160
km in length is used rather than a line of six bubbles
200 km in length. This slightly smaller initial line length
has the effect of accelerating the evolution of system-
scale features somewhat, but otherwise does not effect
the conclusions. In general, we have found that the fea-
tures we are describing are independent of these aspects
of the initial convective triggering.

Ice processes are not included in the present simu-
lations in order to help simplify the interpretation of the
results. As discussed by Skamarock et al. (1994b), the
inclusion of ice microphysics has the effect of increasing
the size and accelerating the evolution of the circulation
within the stratiform precipitation region somewhat, but
otherwise does not significantly affect the basic mech-
anisms of vortex formation and evolution.

Simulations are presented for two low-level westerly
shear environments, representing a linear increase in
wind speed of either Us 5 10 m s21 or 20 m s21 between
the ground and 2.5 km AGL, with constant winds above,
and for a deeper westerly shear environment, with an
increase of Us 5 30 m s21 extending over the lowest 5
km AGL (Fig. 2). The Us 5 10 m s21 case represents
a weak-shear scenario for which the initial strong line
of convective cells quickly evolves to a weaker, upshear-
tilted configuration over the initial 3–4 h. The Us 5 20
m s21 case represents a moderate-to-strong shallow
shear case for which the system maintains a stronger,
more upright leading convective line throughout the 6
h. Finally, the Us 5 30 m s21 deeper-shear case also
maintains strong leading-line convection throughout the
6 h, with the addition of supercellular structures within
the line.

Each simulation is run for 6 h, both with and without
Coriolis effects included. Since the most critical period
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FIG. 2. Wind profiles used in model simulations.

→

FIG. 3. Horizontal cross sections of system-relative flow, rainwater mixing ratio, and vertical velocity at 2 km AGL for the (a), (b), (c)
Us 5 10 m s21 2.5-km shear, (d), (e), (f ) US 5 20 m s21 2.5-km shear, and (g), (h), (i) Us 5 30 m s21 5.0-km shear non-Coriolis simulations
at 3, 4.5, and 6 h, respectively. Vectors are presented every four grid points (8 km), with a vector length of 8 km equal to a wind magnitude
of 20 m s21, except for the Us 5 30 m s21 case, for which vectors are presented every five grid points (10 km), with a vector length of 10
km equal to a wind magnitude of 20 m s21. The rainwater is contoured for magnitudes greater than 1 g kg21 (lightly shaded) and magnitudes
greater than 3 g kg21 (darkly shaded). The vertical velocity is contoured at 2.5 m s21 intervals for the Us 5 10 m s21 case, and 5 m s21

intervals for the Us 5 20 and 30 m s21 cases, with the zero contours omitted. A domain speed of um 5 13.0, 18.5, and 18.5 m s21 has been
subtracted from the flow field for the Us 5 10, 20, and 30 m s21 shear cases, respectively. Tick marks are spaced 20 km apart.

of vortex formation in these simulations is the initial 3–
4 h, over which time period Coriolis effects are rela-
tively minimal (Skamarock et al. 1994a), our focus will
be on the analysis of the non-Coriolis simulations, for
which the mechanisms of vortex formation are most
easily revealed. For the Coriolis runs, technically, a ther-
mal wind balance should be included as part of the base
state, with the westerly shear balanced by an appropriate
north–south temperature gradient. The effects of thermal
wind balance on the evolution of three-dimensional con-
vective systems for weaker vertical wind shears is dis-
cussed by Skamarock et al. (1994b), where it is shown
that the basic mechanisms of line-end vortex formation
are not significantly impacted by the inclusion of such
north–south environmental variability.

3. Simulation overviews

The results for the three shear experiments are sum-
marized in Figs. 3 and 4, which present the rainwater
mixing ratio, updraft, and approximate storm relative
flow at 2 km AGL at 3, 4.5, and 6 h for the non-Coriolis
and Coriolis simulations, respectively. For the Us 5 10
and 20 m s21 shear simulations, only a 200 km by 260
km portion of the full 600 km by 600 km domain is

shown, but for the Us 5 30 m s21 shear simulation, a
220 km by 380 km portion of the full domain is shown,
due to the larger size of the resulting convective line.
During the initial 3 h, the simulations all exhibit fairly
classic symmetric-type squall-line structure, with a se-
quence of convective updrafts and downdrafts feeding
an expanding and strengthening surface cold pool.

By 3 h, the leading-line convection for the Us 5 10
m s21 simulations is already quite weak (Fig. 3a), with
the vertical circulation exhibiting a pronounced upshear
tilt consisting of a front-to-rear ascending current feed-
ing into a broad region of mostly light precipitation (not
shown). The stronger-shear cases (Figs. 3d and 3g),
however, are still composed of strong, leading-line con-
vective cells (in association with a more upright vertical
circulation), consistent with a more optimal balance be-
tween the cold-pool-generated circulation and the stron-
ger low-level vertical shear (e.g., Rotunno et al. 1988;
Weisman et al. 1988; Weisman 1992). The weak-shear
simulation shows some sign of developing line-end vor-
tices at this time, but the line-end vortices are already
quite evident in both of the stronger-shear cases. Al-
though all simulations began with equal-length convec-
tive lines, the stronger, deeper-shear cases have grown
significantly, with the Us 5 20 m s21 case now over
200 km in length and the Us 5 30 m s21 case nearly
300 km in length. We believe that this scale lengthening
is a result of the more-optimal balance between the cold
pool and ambient wind shear for the stronger-shear
cases, more readily allowing new cells to be triggered
along the expanding cold pool.

By 4.5 h, the flow field for the Us 5 10 m s21 shear
case (Fig. 3b) is highlighted by a rear-inflow jet at the
center of the system, with 50-km mirror-image cyclonic
and anticyclonic vortices within the region of light pre-
cipitation, north and south of the jet core, respectively.
In comparison, the Us 5 20 m s21 non-Coriolis simu-
lation at 4.5 h (Fig. 3e) is composed of a much stronger
updraft and rainfall at the leading edge, with two sym-
metric bow-shaped precipitation regions evident north
and south of the symmetry axis. The flow field depicts
a much broader rear inflow current extending right up
to the leading edge of the system, with strong cyclonic
and anticyclonic vortices located just behind the leading
edge convection, at the northern and southern ends of
the system, respectively. The Us 5 30 m s21 deeper
shear non-Coriolis case at 4.5 h (Fig. 3h) similarly ex-
hibits strong leading-line convection with a broad zone
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, except for the Coriolis simulations. A domain speed of (um, y m) 5 (13.0, 21.0), (18.5, 22.5), and (19.5, 23.0) m
s21 has been subtracted from the flow field for the Us 5 10, 20, and 30 m s21 shear cases, respectively.
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of rear inflow extending rearward. This leading line,
however, is broken up into many smaller-scale bow-
shaped convective segments, each exhibiting cyclonic
and anticyclonic book-end vortices at the various line-
segment ends. The rear inflow is strongest behind the
center of the system, which also exhibits the most
bowed-out structure.

By 6 h, the cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices for the
Us 5 10 m s21 case have extended farther rearward of
the leading-line convection, with the rear-inflow jet be-
tween the vortices having strengthened somewhat (Fig.
3c). For the Us 5 20 m s21 non-Coriolis case (Fig. 3f),
the two vortices have strengthened significantly and
grown somewhat in size, and are still attached to the
northern and southern ends of the strong leading line
of convective cells. Finally, for the Us 5 30 m s21

deeper-shear case at 6 h (Fig. 3i), the strong, leading
line of convective cells has continued to grow in extent,
still being composed of many smaller bow-shaped con-
vective segments and associated line-end vortices. How-
ever, the strongest bow-shaped segment and associated
rear-inflow jet is still found at the center of the system.

A comparison of the Coriolis and non-Coriolis sim-
ulations for the three shear cases at 3 h (Figs. 3a,d,g
and 4a,d,g) reveals minimal differences, as would be
expected based on scaling arguments. However, by 4.5
h (Figs. 4b,e,h), the mirror-image symmetry of the non-
Coriolis simulations is broken, with the cyclonic vor-
tices beginning to dominate on the northern end of the
system, especially for the Us 5 10 and 20 m s21 cases.
For the Us 5 20 m s21 Coriolis case (Fig. 4f), two bow-
shaped convective segments are now also evident along
the line, with smaller, strong cyclonic and anticyclonic
vortices located at the ends of the respective convective
line segments. For the Us 5 30 m s21 Coriolis simulation
at 4.5 h (Fig. 4h), the system is composed of a primary
bow-shaped system at the southern end of the line, with
smaller bow-shaped segments extending northward. The
cyclonic line-end vortices are only a bit more dominant
than the anticyclonic vortices at this time.

By 6 h, the cyclonic vortex for the Us 5 10 m s21

Coriolis simulation has continued to become more dom-
inant and is now found at the back edge of the region
of light precipitation (Fig. 4c). For the Us 5 20 m s21

Coriolis case, the two bow-shaped convective segments
at 4.5 h have congealed into one primary strong bow-
shaped convective segment by 6 h, with a dominant
cyclonic vortex at its northern end (Fig. 4f). Finally, for
the Us 5 30 m s21 Coriolis simulation, the dominant
bow-shaped segment at the southern end of the system
at 4.5 h has become even more dominant by 6 h, with
the cyclonic vortex on its northern end now much stron-
ger than the anticyclonic vortex to the south (Fig. 4i).
The smaller bow-shaped segment to the north of the
southern bow at 4.5 h has also maintained its coherence
through 6 h, also now exhibiting a more dominant cy-
clonic vortex on its northern side.

In summary, significant mesoscale vortices are gen-

erated in all three shear simulations after 3 h. For the
weakest shear case, a single pair of vortices is generated
that extends significantly behind the northern and south-
ern ends of the main zone of active convection. A similar
pattern is produced in the stronger and deeper shear
cases, with the exception that the pair of vortices is
closer to the leading edge of the system. There is also
an increasing tendency to produce smaller-scale pairs
of vortices along the line for stronger and deeper shears,
in association with smaller bow-shaped convective seg-
ments. For the purposes of the following discussions,
we will refer to the primary pair of vortices associated
with the system-scale line ends as system-scale vortices.
The smaller-scale pairs of vortices associated with the
ends of convective segments within the line will be
referred to as subsystem-scale vortices. For all three
shear cases, the influence of Coriolis forcing promotes
the development of the northern cyclonic vortices at the
expense of the southern anticyclonic vortices, leading
to asymmetric convective structures either on the system
or subsystem scale.

4. Mechanisms of vortex development: Vortex line
diagnostics

The primary goal of this paper is to trace the source
of both the system-scale and subsystem-scale mesoscale
vortices produced in the above simulations. This anal-
ysis will be guided by the three-dimensional vorticity
equation for inviscid, Boussinesq motion with a constant
Coriolis parameter,

dv
5 (v 1 f k)·=v 1 = 3 (Bk), (1)

dt

where v is the vorticity vector, v is the velocity vector,
k is the vertical unit vector, f is the Coriolis parameter,
and B represents the buoyancy field, given by

u9
B [ g 1 0.61(q 2 q ) 2 q 2 q , (2)y y c r[ ]u

where u is the mean potential temperature, u9 is the
perturbation potential temperature, and qy , qc, and qr

are the mixing ratios of water vapor, cloud water, and
rainwater, respectively. The first term on the right of (1)
represents the effects of tilting and stretching, which
alters an existing vorticity field, while the second term
represents the generation of horizontal components of
vorticity by horizontal gradients of buoyancy. In de-
scribing the evolution of the line-end vortices, we will
be especially interested in the vertical component of the
vorticity equation, which is given by

dz ]w
5 v ·= w 1 (z 1 f ) , (3)H Hdt ]z

where vH represents the horizontal components of the
vorticity vector (]w/]y 2 ]y /]z, ]u/]z 2 ]w/]x), z 5
]y /]x 2 ]u/]y is the vertical component of vorticity, w
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FIG. 5. Schematic of vertical vorticity generation through vortex
tilting. For westerly shear (a), descending motion pushes the vortex
lines down in the center, resulting in cyclonic rotation on the north
end and anticyclonic rotation on the south end. Localized ascent in
easterly shear (b) produces the same vertical vorticity pattern.

is the vertical velocity, and the first and second terms
on the right represent the usual tilting and stretching
effects, respectively. In an initially horizontally homo-
geneous, nonrotating, Boussinesq fluid, vertical vortic-
ity may only be generated by tilting the horizontal vor-
ticity, vH, inherent in the ambient flow. Once convec-
tion begins, however, horizontal gradients of buoyancy
will generate additional horizontal vorticity that can also
be tilted into the vertical. Coriolis influences are in-
cluded in the vertical stretching term.

In tracing the source of the line-end vortices, it will
be helpful to visualize the system-scale vorticity struc-
ture through the use of vortex lines, which are especially
useful for highlighting the process of vortex tilting as
the vortex lines are deformed by the evolving flow field.
In particular, we are looking for a pattern of vortex-line
evolution that systematically produces a cyclonic vortex
at the northern end of the line and anticyclonic vorticity
at the southern end of the line. Since there is no vertical
vorticity initially for the present non-Coriolis simula-
tions, the only possible source of the line-end vertical
vorticity is the tilting of either ambient or system-gen-
erated horizontal vorticity. As depicted schematically in
Fig. 5, there are two possible ways in which initially
horizontal vortex lines can be deformed to produce the
observed pattern of line-end vorticity; either a localized
downdraft in westerly shear (Fig. 5a) or a localized
updraft in easterly shear (Fig. 5b). For the present sim-
ulations, the environment is characterized by westerly
shear alone, with easterly shear found primarily at the
cold-pool–updraft interface, such shear having been
generated by the convective system itself. For strongly
sheared environments, Weisman (1993) concluded that
it was downdrafts in the ambient westerly shear that
lead to the early development of the book-end vortices
for strongly sheared bow-echo simulations, although the
source of the vertical vorticity for the later intensifi-
cation of these features was not clearly discerned. How-
ever, for weaker-shear simulations, both Davis and
Weisman (1994) and Trier et al. (1997) hypothesized
that it was upward tilting of the horizontal vorticity
associated with easterly shear, which was generated pri-
marily by the system-scale cold pool, that was the dom-
inant source of vertical vorticity for their line-end vor-
tices.

We will begin this discussion with a more complete
description of the three-dimensional vorticity field for
the three simulations. In this portion of the analysis, we
will only consider the non-Coriolis simulations, since
the basic vortex formation mechanisms do not appear
to depend on Coriolis influences.

a. The Us 5 10 m s21 shallow-shear simulation

In the previous section, we established that the line-
end vortices for the Us 5 10 m s21 shallow-shear sim-
ulations were generated primarily between 3 and 4.5 h.
The line-end vortex structure at 2 km AGL for the non-

Coriolis simulation is depicted at 4 h in Fig. 6, overlayed
with a shaded field of ue at the same level. Due to the
simulation’s mirror-image symmetry, only the southern
half of the system is presented. The location of the vor-
tices on the gradient between high and low ue is con-
sistent with the approximate conservation of equivalent
potential vorticity, as discussed by Rotunno and Klemp
(1985). Since there is zero equivalent potential vorticity
to begin with, vortex lines are constrained to remain on
the ue surfaces upon which they originate (assuming no
mixing), and will be deformed identically as the ue sur-
faces are deformed by updrafts and downdrafts. This
results in vortex lines tilting vertically through zones of
horizontal gradients of ue, consistent with the observed
vertical vorticity pattern. Trajectory analyses (not
shown) demonstrate that air feeding the southern high-
ue region of the vortex at this height originates in the
1–2 km AGL level in the ambient air mass ahead of the
system, while air feeding the northern, low-ue portion
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FIG. 6. Horizontal cross section of system-relative flow and ue at
2 km AGL for the Us 5 10 m s21 simulation at 4 h. Flow vectors
are presented every four grid points (8 km), with a vector length of
8 km equal to a wind magnitude of 20 m s21. The field of ue is
contoured for values greater than 334 K (lightly cross hatched), 331
to 334 K (clear), 326 to 331 K (darkly shaded), and 320 to 326 K
(lightly shaded). The solid line depicts the location of the cold-pool
boundary at the surface (21 K contour). A domain speed of um 5
13.0 m s21 has been subtracted from the flow field. Dots represent
the location in this cross section of the vortex lines presented in Fig.
9. Tick marks are spaced every 10 km. Only the southern half of the
north–south symmetric domain is presented.

FIG. 7. East–west vertical cross sections of system-relative flow and
horizontal vorticity for the Us 5 10 m s21 simulations at 4 h, located
(a) through the centerline of the system (A–A9), and (b) south of the
line-end vortex (B–B9), as located on Fig. 6. Vectors are presented
every three grid points in the horizontal (6 km), and every grid point
in the vertical, with a horizontal vector length of 6 km equal to a wind
magnitude of 22.5 m s21. Horizontal vorticity is contoured for mag-
nitudes greater than 150 3 1024 s21 (darkly shaded), 50 to 150 (lightly
shaded), 250 to 2150 (lightly cross hatched), and 2150 to 2450
(darkly cross hatched). A domain speed of um 5 13.0 has been sub-
tracted from the flow field. Dots represent the location in this cross
section of the vortex lines presented in Fig. 9. Tick marks are located
every 10 km in the horizontal and every 1 km in the vertical.

of the vortex originates to the rear of the system, having
descended from 3–4 km AGL.

The vertical structure of the system at 4 h is presented
in Figs. 7a,b, which depicts east–west vertical cross sec-
tions of the system-relative flow and horizontal vorticity
(shaded) along both the symmetry axis and just south
of the vortex, respectively, as located on Fig. 6. Along
the symmetry axis, the flow is characterized by a grad-
ually sloped front-to-rear ascending current, with a rear-
inflow jet beneath that descends and spreads along the
surface about 30 km behind the leading edge of the
system. The horizontal vorticity field is dominated by
a strip of negative horizontal vorticity that extends from
just behind the leading edge of the system at the surface,
and slopes upward and rearward, between the ascending
front-to-rear and descending rear-inflow jets. Since the
ambient horizontal vorticity is weakly positive, this neg-
ative vorticity must all be generated within the system,
both by the horizontal buoyancy gradients at the leading
edge of the surface cold pool as well as within the
horizontal buoyancy gradients that extend rearward
within the anvil outflow aloft (Fig. 8). Advection within
the front-to-rear and rear-inflow currents then spreads
the horizontal vorticity more continuously from these
source regions.

The vertical cross section to the south of the line-end
vortex (Fig. 7b) depicts a much shallower circulation,
with the ambient flow simply being lifted and accel-
erated rearward over the cold pool, which is character-
ized by the shallow region of strong negative horizontal

vorticity. Rear-to-front flow is found only in a shallow
layer near the surface just behind the leading edge of
the cold pool.

A series of vortex lines emanating from the line-end
vortex at 2 km in Fig. 6 are displayed in Fig. 9 to help
clarify the three-dimensional characteristics of the vor-
ticity field. For the purpose of constructing the vortex
lines, the vorticity field has been smoothed using a five-
gridpoint running mean filter in the horizontal, to help
highlight more of the system-scale rather than cellular-
scale features. Both the northern and southern sides of
the symmetric system are included in this figure for
completeness. The locations of the vortex lines as they
cut through the cross sections in Figs. 6 and 7a are
indicated by large dots in those figures. A vortex-line
characteristic of the ambient low-level westerly shear
ahead of the system is also depicted. The series of vortex
lines that pass through the line-end vortices originate at
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FIG. 8. East–west vertical cross section of buoyancy for the Us 5
10 m s21 simulations at 4 h, located through the centerline of the system
(A–A9), as located on Fig. 6. The buoyancy field is contoured using a
500 3 1024 m s22 interval, with the zero contour omitted. Tick marks
are located every 10 km in the horizontal and every 1 km in the vertical.

FIG. 9. Vortex-line structure at 4 h for the Us 5 10 m s21 no-
Coriolis simulation. The vortex lines are denoted by the thick solid
lines, with the direction of the vorticity vector indicated by the arrow
heads. Vectors denote the surface wind flow, and are included every
12 km, with a vector length of 12 km equal to a wind magnitude of
30 m s21. The surface cold pool (less than 21 K) is shaded. Only a
200 km by 240 km by 10 km portion of the full domain is shown.

FIG. 10. Vortex-line and associated time-dependent trajectories at
4 h for the Us 5 10 m s21 non-Coriolis simulation. The vortex line
is denoted by the thick solid line. Trajectories are denoted by thinner
solid lines, with the direction of the flow indicated by the arrow heads.

lower levels within the cold pool, both north and south
of the vortices, and tilt upward and then back downward
through the vortices through the northern and southern
ends of the system, respectively. The arc traced out by
this vortex-line pattern is shallowest near the leading edge
of the system, becoming substantially deeper toward the
rear of the system. The vorticity vector points from north
to south along the lines, consistent with negative hori-
zontal vorticity along the horizontal portions of the lines.
The ambient vortex line, however, points toward the
north, consistent with the positive horizontal vorticity
associated with the low-level ambient westerly shear.

We can trace the origin of the air parcels making up
these vortex lines by following parcel trajectories back-
ward in time, originating along the vortex lines. For this
purpose, trajectories are approximated using model
winds saved at 5-min intervals, with the trajectories
followed backward for 100 min. In calculating the tra-
jectories, it is assumed that no mixing occurs along the
parcel paths. To validate this assumption, the presented
trajectories have been submitted to much sensitivity test-
ing, and we are confident that they properly represent
the primary source regions for the parcels making up
the vortex lines.

These trajectories (Fig. 10) are shown for the western-
most vortex line in Fig. 9, and demonstrate that the air
parcels that compose this vortex line originate both from
the potentially warm low levels ahead of the system as
well as from the potentially cold midlevels from the rear
of the system. These cold air parcels first descend within
the rear-inflow jet before ascending upward to the level
of the vortex line. This analysis is consistent with the
vortex lines originating in the horizontal buoyancy gra-
dient zone located between the updraft and downdraft.
Since the strongest horizontal buoyancy gradients and
associated negative horizontal vorticity are located near

the leading edge of the surface cold pool, one can en-
vision horizontal vortex lines being generated primarily
within this zone and being advected rearward within the
front-to-rear ascending current. Since the extent of this
front-to-rear ascending current is finite in the north–
south direction, the vortex lines must extend downward
at the northern and southern ends, producing the ob-
served line-end vortex pattern. This scenario for line-
end vortex formation is thus most consistent with that
described schematically in Fig. 5b, for the localized lift-
ing of vortex lines within an easterly shear.

This basic pattern is maintained through the remainder
of the simulation, with the line-end vortices becoming
even larger in extent, and extending even farther rearward
of the leading edge of the system (e.g., Figs. 3b,c).
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FIG. 11. Horizontal cross section of system-relative flow and ue at
2 km AGL for the Us 5 20 m s21 simulation at 4 h, as described in
Fig. 6. A domain speed of um 5 18.5 m s21 has been subtracted from
the flow field.

FIG. 12. East–west vertical cross sections of system-relative flow
and horizontal vorticity for the Us 5 20 m s21 simulations at 4 h,
located (a) through the centerline of the system (A–A9), and (b) south
of the line-end vortex (B–B9), as located on Fig. 11, as described for
Fig. 7. A domain speed of um 5 18.5 m s21 has been subtracted from
the flow field.

FIG. 13. East–west vertical cross sections of buoyancy for the Us

5 20 m s21 simulations at 4 h, located through the centerline of the
system (A–A9), as located on Fig. 11. The buoyancy field is contoured
using a 500 3 1024 m s22 interval, with the zero contour omitted.
Tick marks are spaced at 10-km intervals in the horizontal and 1-km
intervals in the vertical.

b. The Us 5 20 m s21 shallow-shear simulation

The flow field at 2 km AGL for the Us 5 20 m s21

shallow shear simulation (Figs. 3d,e,f) consolidates
from a series of smaller-scale cyclonic and anticyclonic
vortices along and just behind the leading edge of the
line at 3 h, to dominant cyclonic and anticyclonic vor-
tices just behind the southern and northern ends of the
line, respectively, by 4.5 h. At 4 h (Fig. 11), the hori-
zontal cross section of the flow field and ue at 2 km
depicts the southern, cyclonic vortex in a horizontal
gradient of ue, located just behind the southern end of
the line. The vertical cross section through the centerline
of the system (Fig. 12a) depicts stronger and deeper
ascent at the leading edge of the system relative to the
weaker shear case, with the rear-inflow jet remaining
more elevated to near the leading edge of the system.
Likewise, the zone of negative horizontal vorticity gen-
erated within the cold pool–updraft interface also ex-
tends to higher levels than for the weaker shear case,
with, additionally, a region of significant positive hor-
izontal vorticity now located near the surface beneath
the elevated rear-inflow jet. A cross section of the buoy-
ancy field through the centerline (Fig. 13) similarly re-
veals a deeper, stronger cold pool than for the weaker-
shear simulation, with stronger positive buoyancy anom-
alies also evident aloft within the ascending front-to-rear
flow. The deeper leading-line lifting and more elevated
rear-inflow jet for this case is a result of a more optimal
balance between the cold pool and stronger ambient ver-
tical wind shear, as described by Weisman (1992). A
vertical cross section taken south of the line-end vortex
again depicts a much shallower circulation characterized
by flow over the shallow cold pool (Fig. 12b).

As in the Us 5 10 m s21 simulation, most of the
vortex lines for this case loop upward, southward, and
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FIG. 14. Vortex-line structure at 4 h for the Us 5 20 m s21 non-
Coriolis simulation, as described for Fig. 9. The thick dashed line
represents a vortex line that originates in the ambient shear layer
ahead of the system. FIG. 16. Horizontal cross section of system-relative flow and ue at

2 km AGL for the Us 5 20 m s21 simulation at 5 h, as described for
Fig. 6. A domain speed of um 5 18.5 m s21 has been subtracted from
the flow field.

FIG. 17. Vortex-line structure at 5 h for the Us 5 20 m s21 non-
Coriolis simulation, as described for Fig. 9.

FIG. 15. Vortex-line and associated time-dependent trajectories at 4 h
for the Us 5 20 m s21 non-Coriolis simulation, as described for Fig. 10.

downward through the line-end vortices. However, they
now generally connect back northward at low levels to
form nearly complete vortex loops (Fig. 14; the degree
to which the vortex loops are not complete being due
to interpolation errors). The southward-pointing vortex
lines aloft are again associated with the system-gener-
ated negative horizontal vorticity, while the northward-
pointing vortex lines at low levels are associated with
the positive horizontal vorticity layer located beneath
the elevated rear-inflow jet. The source of this positive
horizontal vorticity is a combination of the ambient hor-
izontal vorticity (e.g., that which is associated with the
ambient shear layer) and the positive horizontal vorticity
that was generated along the backside (western side) of
the spreading surface cold pool. A few of the vortex
lines emanating from the line-end vortex now also orig-
inate in the ambient shear layer ahead of the system (as
represented by the dashed vortex line in Fig. 14), such
vortex lines having been first tilted up within the lead-
ing-line updraft and then downward into the line-end

vortex. Trajectory analyses (Fig. 15) again confirm that
the air parcels making up the primary vortex lines orig-
inate both from the front and rear of the system.

By 5 h, the anticyclonic line-end vortex has grown
in size and strength, expanding rearward but still re-
maining connected to the leading edge of the system
(Fig. 16). A vertical cross section through the centerline
(not shown) depicts an even more vertically erect cir-
culation than earlier, along with a deeper and stronger
elevated rear-inflow jet. The zone of negative horizontal
vorticity is also deeper and stronger at the leading edge
above 1 km AGL, but is now replaced by positive hor-
izontal vorticity near the surface beneath the elevated
rear-inflow jet. The three-dimensional vortex line struc-
ture at 5 h (Fig. 17) reflects the expanded size of the
line-end vortices, with the upward looping extending
farther behind the leading edge of the system, but unlike
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FIG. 18. Horizontal cross section of system-relative flow and ue at
2 km AGL for the Us 5 30 m s21 simulation at 5 h, as described in
Fig. 6. A domain speed of um 5 18.5 m s21 has been subtracted from
the flow field.

FIG. 19. East–west vertical cross sections of system-relative flow
and horizontal vorticity for the Us 5 30 m s21 simulations at 5 h,
located (a) through the centerline of the system (A–A9), and (b) south
of the line-end vortex (B–B9), as located on Fig. 18, as described for
Fig. 7. A domain speed of um 5 18.5 m s21 has been subtracted from
the flow field.

FIG. 20. Vortex-line structure at 5 h for the Us 5 30 m s21 non-
Coriolis simulation, as described for Fig. 9.

at 4 h, no vortex lines could be identified as originating
in the ambient shear layer.

c. The Us 5 30 m s21 deeper-shear simulation

In contrast to the shallower-shear simulations, which
are characterized by dominant system-scale line-end
vortices after the initial 4 h, the Us 5 30 m s21 deeper-
shear case maintains a series of strong, subsystem-scale
line-end vortices extending all along the line throughout
the 6 h. At 5 h, the system at 2 km AGL is characterized
by series of bow-shaped segments, each associated with
its own pair of line-end vortices (Fig. 18). A vertical
cross section through the centerline (Fig. 19a) of the
system depicts a strong and deep leading-line convective
updraft, with an elevated rear-inflow jet behind, similar
to but deeper than in the Us 5 20 m s21 shallow-shear
case. The zone of negative horizontal vorticity also ex-
tends up higher than in the shallower-shear cases. A
vertical cross section taken south of one of the subsys-
tem-scale vortices (Fig. 19b) again shows a much shal-
lower circulation at the leading edge of the system, char-
acterized by flow over a shallower cold pool.

With the many strong, deep cells and related subsys-
tem-scale vortices along the line, the vortex lines do not
reveal as coherent a system-scale structure as in the
shallow-shear cases. Still, two primary types of vortex-
line configurations can be identified at 5 h (Fig. 20).
The first type is as described for the shallow-shear cases,
consisting of vortex lines that tilt up, southward, and

then down through line-end vortex pairs associated with
subsystem-scale convective line segments. This config-
uration is shown for the double bow-shaped segment
centered on the symmetry axis at this time. Such a con-
figuration of vortex lines is consistent with the source
of the vorticity being the tilting of the system generated
negative horizontal vorticity, as previously discussed.
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FIG. 21. Horizontal cross section of storm-relative winds and ver-
tical velocity (shaded for greater than 5 m s21 and cross hatched for
less than 22 m s21) at (a) 4 km and (b) 2 km AGL for the southern-
most cell for the Us 5 30 m s21 simulation at 5 h. A domain speed
of um 5 18.5 m s21 has been subtracted from the flow field. Tick
marks are spaced at 10-km intervals.

The second type of vortex line originates in the am-
bient shear layer ahead of the system, is tilted upward
within the leading line updraft and then back downward
within the line-end vortex. A good example of this con-
figuration is the anticyclonic vortex located at the south-
ern end of the system at this time. Horizontal cross
sections at 2 km and 4 km AGL centered on this vortex

(Fig. 21) shows that this vortex-line configuration is
associated with a cyclonic updraft–anticylonic down-
draft vortex couplet associated with the southernmost
cell within this system. This configuration is character-
istic of supercell storms (e.g., Klemp 1987), suggesting
that supercell dynamics may also be playing a role in
the formation of these line-end vortices for such stron-
ger, deeper-shear cases. A similar configuration of vor-
tex lines was noted by Weisman (1993) during the early
stages in the evolution of book-end vortices associated
with severe bow echoes. The bow echoes in that study
evolved in environments with 2.5 km AGL shears of
Us 5 25 m s21 or greater, with the line-end cells again
being characterized as supercellular at early times, hav-
ing originated via a splitting process.

5. Mechanisms of vortex formation: Vorticity
equation analysis

The source for the system-scale line-end vortices can
be clarified further through the use of the flux form of
the vertical vorticity equation, that is,

]z ] ]y ] ]u
5 2 w 1 u( f 1 z) 2 2w 1 y( f 1 z) .[ ] [ ]]t ]x ]z ]y ]z

(4)
By applying the divergence theorem, one can use (4)
to formulate an equation for the circulation, which has
the following form when applied to a box of area A that
extends from the center of the system to far outside the
northern (or southern) extent of the line-end vortex and
a long distance east and west of the active convection
(Fig. 22),

]C ]z
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where n is the unit vector normal to the prescribed cir-
cuit, and where a and b define a line along the symmetry
axis of the system. It is assumed that the vertical velocity
and relative vorticity are neglible far from the convec-
tive zone. The terms contributing to the rate of change
of circulation over the prescribed box thus simplify
down to the flux of Coriolis rotation into or out of the
box, and a line integral through the center of the con-
vective system that includes contributions from the ver-
tical flux of horizontal vorticity (westerly or easterly
shear) as well as the north–south flux of relative vorticity
through that boundary of the box.

For a case with non-Coriolis forcing and with north–
south symmetry (as is the case for the purely westerly-
shear simulations), this expression simplifies further to

b b]C ]u
5 2w dx [ F dx, (6)E E w[ ]]t ]za a
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FIG. 22. Schematic of circulation analysis.

FIG. 23. Averaged east–west vertical cross section of system-rel-
ative flow and Fw for (a) Us 5 10 m s21, (b) Us 5 20 m s21, and (c)
Us 5 30 m s21 simulations at 4 h. Fields are averaged over a 40-km
north–south region centered on the symmetry axis, and contoured for
values . 0.03 m s22 (darkly shaded), . 0.0075 m s22 (lightly shaded),
20.0075m s22, and 20.03 m s22, with both negative contours dashed.
A domain speed of um 5 13.0, 18.5, and 18.5 m s21 has been sub-
tracted from the flow field for the Us 5 10, 20, and 30 m s21 shear
cases, respectively. Tick marks are spaced at 10-km intervals in the
horizontal and 1-km intervals in the vertical.

which shows that the source for the system-scale line-
end vortices in the symmetric simulations must ulti-
mately be traced to the net vertical flux of horizontal
vorticity (embodied in the westerly or easterly shear)
along the centerline of the system. This again shows
that a cyclonic northern line-end vortex could result
from either a localized downdraft in westerly shear or
a localized updraft in easterly shear, as schematically
described in Fig. 5 using vortex lines. A mirror-image
circulation analysis likewise results in the production of
an anticyclonic southern line-end vortex.

In order to further elucidate the source of circulation
for the present simulations, east–west vertical cross sec-
tions of Fw through the center of each convective system
are presented for the Us 5 10, 20, and 30 m s21 non-
Coriolis shear cases at 4.0 h in Fig. 23. This time was
found to be representative of the growth period of the
vortices, as evident from Figs. 3 and 4. For the present
purposes, the vorticity forcing terms are averaged over
a 40-km wide area to emphasize more of the system-
scale aspects of the line-end vortex forcing. Averaged
system-relative vectors are also included on each figure
to discern the sytem-scale flow field.

For all three shear cases, Fw is positive and concen-
trated in a relatively narrow zone near the leading edge
of the convective line. Net positive forcing along the
centerline of the system results in the generation of net
positive circulation within the box centered around the
northern end of the convective system as well as net
negative circulation within a box centered around the

southern end of the system, which is consistent with the
observed pattern of positive and negative line-end vor-
tices. This positive forcing is associated with a front-
to-rear ascending current superposed on easterly verti-
cally sheared horizontal flow, which is again consistent
with the previous vortex-line analyses, which suggests
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that it is localized lifting of the system-generated hor-
izontal vorticity that produces the line-end vortices. For
the Us 5 10 m s21 weak-shear case, the forcing is tilted
strongly westward, spreading significantly rearward of
the leading edge of the system, which is consistent with
the line-end vortices also extending significantly behind
the active convection. For the stronger-shear Us 5 20
and 30 m s21 cases, the forcing is more erect, and both
sets of line-end vortices are restricted to just behind the
leading edge of the system.

The mechanisms for the generation of the system-
scale line-end vortices can also be revealed by averaging
(4) in the cross-line direction, again assuming that the
relative vorticity and vertical velocity are close to zero
at far distances east and west of the active convective
zone, that is,

]z ] b5 2 [2F 1 y( f 1 z)] 2 uf z , (7)w a]t ]y

where
b1

( ) 5 2 dx, (8)EŁ a

where Ł is the averaging distance. In the absence of
Coriolis forcing and relative vorticity initially, this ex-
pression shows that local rates of change of across-line-
averaged vertical vorticity are forced by north–south
variations in Fw.

Across-line-averaged cross sections of Fw for the Us

5 10, 20, and 30 m s21 non-Coriolis shear cases at 4
h are presented in Fig. 24. For this purpose, Fw has been
smoothed using a 20-point running mean filter to em-
phasize more of the system-scale features. All three
shear cases depict a pattern of positive Fw within the
lowest several kilometers AGL within the active con-
vective zone, with negative contributions above. From
a system-scale perspective, the limited north–south ex-
tent of the positive Fw is what leads to the systematic
development of the line-end vortices, with the mean
negative gradient evident on the northern end of the
system leading to the development of a cyclonic vortex,
and the mean positive gradient on the southern end of
the system leading to the development of the anticy-
clonic vortex. Likewise, opposite sign line-end vortices
would be expected to develop aloft. Such vortices are
indeed observed in the present simulations (not shown),
but are much weaker than the lower-level vortices (e.g.,
Skamarock et al. 1994a).

The above analysis can equally be applied to divulge
the source for the subsystem-scale line-end vortices,
since there would also be a tendency to produce cyclonic
and anticyclonic pairs of vortices associated with any
localized maximum (or minimum) in Fw along the line
(assuming the same north–south symmetry evident with
the system-scale features). The association between the
tendency to produce subsystem vortices and the along-
line structure in Fw is evident in comparing the hori-

zontal cross sections of Fw at 2 km AGL for the Us 5
20 and 30 m s21 simulations. For the Us 5 20 m s21

case at 4 h (Fig. 25), there is very little structure in Fw

along the line, and only system-scale line-end vortices
are evident. For the Us 5 30 m s21 case at 4 h (Fig.
26a), there are several bow-shaped maxima of Fw along
the line, with each maximum associated with its own
pair of line-end vortices. The Fw forcing has consoli-
dated into fewer bow-shaped segments by 5 h (Fig. 26b),
but each segment is still associated with its own set of
line-end vortices.

The fact that distinct maxima are more evident in the
deeper shear case seems most related to the tendency
to maintain stronger, cellular-scale structures along the
line. For the shallower-shear simulations, the initially
imposed line of cells is overwhelmed by the circulation
generated by a strong, system-scale cold pool by 4 h,
resulting in a predominantly two-dimensional updraft
structure between the line ends. For the Us 5 30 m s21

deeper shear case, the cold pool generated by stronger
convective cells has been able to overcome the ambient
shear locally by 4 h, leading to the development of
smaller bow-shaped segments along the line, but it has
yet to consolidate on a system-scale, allowing strong,
three-dimensional cellular entities, such as supercells,
to continue to survive. The system-scale cold pool has
become more uniform by 5 h, though, resulting in larger
bow-shaped segments and a gradual enhancement of the
system-scale line-end vortices. Cellular-scale features
are now confined nearer the ends of the system, where
the cells are more free to interact with the ambient shear
to develop three-dimensional features. The system-scale
cold pool continues to strengthen and consolidate over
time (e.g., Fig. 3i), and one would expect that eventu-
ally, the subsystem-scale vortices along the line would
disappear completely, in favor of the more system-scale
line-end vortices, as was also noted for the Us 5 20 m
s21 shear case.

The difference in forcing characteristics for the vor-
tices generated by the tilting of system-generated hor-
izontal vorticity and the tilting of the ambient shear are
highlighted further in Fig. 26b. We recall from section
4c that the anticyclonic vortex at the southern end of
the line at this time was part of a cyclonic–anticyclonic
updraft–downdraft supercellular couplet, with the vor-
tex lines originating in the ambient shear layer ahead
of the system (e.g., Figs. 20, 21). Consistent with this,
there is much less positive Fw forcing associated with
this vortex, as compared to the bow-shaped segments
to the north. Instead, we see some signs of a weak
negative–positive couplet of Fw forcing on the southeast
flank of the vortex, as would be more consistent with
an updraft–downdraft couplet acting on the ambient
shear layer. It is likely that such ambient shear-produced
vortices for strong, deep-shear cases play a critical role
in maintaining a more broken, three-dimensional char-
acter to the line, especially at early times. This more
broken-line structure then more readily promotes the
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FIG. 24. Averaged north–south vertical cross section of smoothed Fw for (a) Us 5 10 m s21,
(b) Us 5 20 m s21, and (c) Us5 30 m s21 simulations at 4 h. Fields are averaged over the entire
domain in the east–west direction. The Fw is smoothed using a 20-point running mean filter in
the horizontal, and contoured using a 0.0004 m s22 interval, with the zero contour omitted. Tick
marks are spaced at 10-km intervals in the horizontal and 1-km intervals in the vertical.

development of the subsystem-scale Fw-forced line-end
vortices, which further promotes the development of the
subsystem scale bow-shaped structures.

6. Coriolis influences

While the analysis in this paper has concentrated on
diagnosing the source of the line-end vortices for the
non-Coriolis simulations, the results from the Coriolis
simulations (Fig. 4) demonstrate that Coriolis effects

can significantly affect system evolution after 4.5 h. As
described previously by Skamarock et al. (1994a) for a
weaker-shear simulation (Us 5 10 m s21 over 2.5 km),
the primary role of the Coriolis force is to promote the
development of the cyclonic versus anticyclonic system-
scale line-end vortex, due to midlevel convergence of
Coriolis rotation [as is evident from both Eqs. (2) and
(4)]. Much of this midlevel convergence is associated
with the development of the rear-inflow jet, although
the flow within the front-to-rear ascending current also
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FIG. 25. Horizontal cross section of Fw at 2 km AGL for the Us 5
20 m s21 simulation at 4 h. The Fw is contoured using a 0.03 m s22

interval, with the zero contour omitted. Storm-relative wind vectors
are presented every third grid point (6 km), with a vector length of
one grid point equal to a wind magnitude of 7.5 m s21. A domain
speed of um 5 18.5 m s21 has been subtracted from the flow field.
Tick marks are spaced at 10-km intervals.

contributes somewhat to the net convergence. This ef-
fect of the Coriolis forcing was used to explain the
common observation of system-scale evolution to an
asymmetric structure, as described in the introduction.

The present results emphasize that this effect also
operates for stronger-shear cases as well, and, in addi-
tion, operates on both the system and subsystem scale.
The effects on subsystem-scale vortices are especially
evident in the Us 5 30 m s21 shear Coriolis simulation
between 4.5 and 6 h, where we observe the evolution
of the southernmost bow-shaped segment from a sym-
metric to asymmetric structure over this time period
(Figs. 4h,i). A similar evolution is also noted for a small-
er bow-shaped segment just to its north. On the other
hand, there is less evidence of system-scale cyclonic
circulation developing for the Us 5 30 m s21 case than
for the Us 5 10 or 20 m s21 simulations. This is due
to the slower evolution of a system-scale rear-inflow jet
for the Us 5 30 m s21 case, as the strong, deeper ambient
shear maintains a more vertically erect leading-line cir-
culation than in the shallower and weaker shear cases.

As described by Weisman (1992), rear-inflow jets are
generated in response to the upshear tilting of the lead-
ing-line convective circulation, as the cold-pool-gen-
erated circulation overwhelms the ambient shear. For
the Us 5 10 and 20 m s21 shallow-shear cases, the cold-
pool circulation has overwhelmed the ambient shear
system wide by 4 h, and a system-scale rear-inflow jet
has become well established. However, for the Us 5 30
m s21 case, the cold-pool circulation has overwhelmed
the ambient shear only locally by 4 h, and a system-
scale rear-inflow jet and the associated cyclonic circu-
lation is much slower to develop.

7. Summary and discussion

The results presented herein point to two sources for
the system-scale and subsystem-scale vortices produced
in the idealized non-Coriolis simulations. The primary
source appears to be the tilting of system-generated hor-
izontal vorticity within the laterally finite front-to-rear
ascending current. This process systematically produces
a cyclonic vortex behind the northern end of the system
and an anticyclonic vortex behind the southern end of
the system. The ambient shear plays an important role
in this process by producing a preferred zone of lifting
along the downshear edge of the system, due to cold-
pool shear interactions, thus, effectively limiting the lat-
eral extent of the lifting zone. For weak shear, a shallow
front-to-rear ascending current leads to vortex produc-
tion well behind the leading edge of the system, while
for stronger shears, a stronger, more vertically erect
leading-line updraft results in vortices forming just be-
hind the leading edge of the system. An analysis using
the flux form of the vertical vorticity equation further
elucidates this vortex formation mechanism as the nat-
ural consequence of localized lifting within easterly
shear, the easterly shear in this case being generated by
the horizontal buoyancy gradients between the system-
scale updraft and downdraft (cold pool).

For all the shear cases presented, significant line-end
vortex generation by this mechanism does not com-
mence until after 3 h into the simulation, which is a
minimum time it takes to generate a well-organized as-
cending front-to-rear and descending rear-inflow cur-
rent. Consistent with this, system-scale line-end vortex
formation is further delayed in the stronger-shear cases,
as it takes longer for the cold-pool-generated circulation
to overwhelm the ambient shear. Additional simulations
(not shown) also suggest that the timescale for vortex
generation decreases for a decreasing initial length of
the convective system. This may be due to the positive
feedback that can occur if the vortices are close enough
such that their flow fields can reinforce each other. An
enhanced, elevated rear-inflow jet between the vortices
can lead to enhanced lifting at the leading edge of the
system (e.g., Weisman 1992), which can lead to en-
hanced tilting of system-generated horizontal vorticity
at the ends of the system, etc. Such a feedback was
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FIG. 26. Horizontal cross section of Fw at 2 km AGL for the Us 5 30 m s21 simulation at (a) 4 h and (b) 5 h. The
Fw is contoured using a 0.03 m s22 interval, with the zero contour omitted. Storm-relative wind vectors are presented
every third grid point (6 km), with a vector length of one grid point equal to a wind magnitude of 7.5 m s21. A domain
speed of um 5 18.5 m s21 has been subtracted from the flow field. Tick marks are spaced at 10-km intervals.

proposed by Weisman (1993) to help explain the
strength of the circulation produced in smaller-scale
(40–100-km length) bow echoes.

A secondary mechanism of vortex formation, iden-
tified especially in the stronger, deeper-shear simulation,
relies on the tilting of ambient horizontal vorticity by
updraft–downdraft couplets associated with more in-
tense convective cells. These cells tend to be more su-
percellular in nature, with both the updrafts and down-
drafts showing significant rotational correlations. Such
supercellular-type structures tend to be preferred at the
ends of a convective line, where the updrafts may in-
teract with the ambient shear with minimal interference
from other cells, but can also be found along the line,
especially at earlier times. These supercellular-type vor-
tices help promote the breakup of the system into small-
er convective segments that can subsequently evolve
into small bow-shaped segments, each with its own pair
of line-end vortices. These subsystem-scale line-end
vortices may then intensify in the same manner as de-
scribed above for the system-scale line-end vortices, that
is, via the upward tilting of the cold-pool-generated east-
erly shear. This origin and evolution of the line-end

vortices in such strongly sheared environments is con-
sistent with the analysis of the origins of the book-end
vortices in the bow-echo simulations of Weisman (1993).

The inclusion of the Coriolis force leads to the pref-
erential enhancement of the cyclonic vortices in all the
shear examples presented. This enhancement is due to
the development of the system-scale midlevel conver-
gence associated with the front-to-rear ascending and
rear-to-front descending currents, as previously de-
scribed by Skamarock et al. (1994a).

Convective processes within coarse-resolution, hydro-
static models are often parameterized in terms of specified
convective heating (and sometimes cooling) profiles at
locations determined to be active for convection. Explicit
circulations can then evolve that have appeared similar to
observed convective systems, especially when the system
is large, as for squall lines and mesoscale convective com-
plexes (Maddox 1980). One of the general implications
of these results is that convectively produced line-end vor-
tices of the type discussed here cannot be generated prop-
erly in such models by imposing positive heating in an
ambient shear layer alone. Moreover, positive heating in
a sheared flow will produce the wrong sign of vorticity
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at the system ends, cyclonic to the south and anticyclonic
to the north (for westerly ambient shear). The convectively
generated cold pool must also be represented properly so
that the cold-pool-generated horizontal vorticity can be
tilted to produce the proper line-end vortex structure.

One of the important questions that is not addressed
sufficiently by this study is how the scale of the system-
and subsystem-scale vortices is determined. Since such
vortices form readily in the absence of Coriolis forcing,
there is no obvious dynamical scale, such as a Rossby
radius of deformation, to point to ultimately control the
systems’ scale. One could argue that the scale of the
system-scale vortices is simply controlled by the length
of the initial convective line. However, Skamarock et
al. (1994a) found that, for a given ambient shear, the
final scale of the convective system was largely inde-
pendent of initial line length. From these results, it ap-
pears that the final scale chosen for the system tends to
increase for increasing ambient shear strength and
depth. This seems to make sense, in that the stronger,
deeper shear cases produce a more favorable balance
with the convectively generated cold pools (Rotunno et
al. 1988), leading to an expanding region of convective
triggering as the cold pool grows in size. On the other
hand, the Us 5 20 m s21 shallow-shear case first grows
in scale, but then shrinks again as the line-end vortices
strengthen, suggesting that the vortices are also influ-
encing the resultant system scale. The subsystem vor-
tices originate over a range of scales, but the smaller
systems tend to congeal over time to perhaps a preferred
scale in the 40–80-km range. One possibility is that the
scale is chosen somewhat based on the ability of the
vortices along the line to interact favorably with each
other, by strengthening the resulting rear-inflow jet,
which affects the lifting at the leading edge of the sys-
tem, etc., as discussed in Weisman (1993) for more iso-
lated bow echoes. Any further resolution of these issues,
however, must await further study.
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